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Welcome to the Impetus4Change Community
Impetus4Change is a collaborative project that unites climate experts, city planners, and social
scientists in a shared mission to enhance the quality of climate information in cities and regions. Our
goal is to empower communities with the knowledge they need to build a more sustainable and
resilient future.

In this newsletter, we delve into the heart of I4C, sharing project updates, insights and stories that
illustrate our commitment to driving positive change. We invite you to join us on this journey, stay
informed, and become part of the global effort to address the pressing challenges of our time. Thank
you for being a part of the Impetus4Change community, we hope you find our research useful and
we urge you to share any updates with your own network to spread the word.  

Learn more about the project below and stay tuned for our upcoming events!

+ Read more

LATEST NEWS

Updates from the Demonstrator Cities: Building a
stakeholder mapping for climate success

Impetus4Change explores urban resilience across Europe to
enhance climate predictions. Learn more about how the
demonstrator cities - Barcelona, Bergen, Paris, and Prague - are
working on a stakeholder mapping for the co-exploration process.

+ Read more

I4C’s Dynamic Collaboration with Stakeholders

In its inaugural year, I4C has prioritized co-exploration, fostering a
shared understanding and gathering insights within diverse
contexts. Learn about how I4C employs co-production principles
to collaborate with stakeholders.

+ Read more
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Video Release: What is I4C?

Watch this short view to learn about how Impetus4Change(I4C)
will work together with climate scientists and local stakeholders to
improve the quality and accessibility of climate information.

+ Read more

Spotlight on a Young Researcher: Eulàlia Baulenas from
Barcelona Supercomputing

Meet the young researcher Eulàlia Baulenas, a member of the
Knowledge Integration Team at the Earth Sciences Department of
the Barcelona Supercomputing Center. Dive into our interview with
Eulàlia to gain deeper insights into her work!

+ Read more

Unexpected connections through chance meetings and
informal discussions are at the heart of EGU

Arctik connected with I4C coordinator Stefan Sobolowski at
#EGU2023 in Vienna, the European Geosciences Union
Conference. Despite being a young project, Impetus4Change
made a notable presence in sessions focused on extreme weather
events.

+ Read more

 
 

UPCOMING EVENTS
 

1st Impetus4Change Adaptalab in Paris
From 29 November to 1 December 2023

Find out more about the first Adaptalab in Paris, where researchers and stakeholders will
come together to develop ideas for European climate services. 

+ Read more
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